**BIBLICAL HEBREW ONLINE: My Biblical Hebrew for Bible Online Learner**

| What is My Biblical Hebrew? | **My Biblical Hebrew** is an online course platform with text, video and pedagogical instruction. It offers a radically new and captivating way to learn Biblical Hebrew to an international university-accredited level. The learner in his own pace and in accordance with personal goals and efforts develops the ability to read and understand Biblical Hebrew. |
| What is Bible Online Learner | Bible Online Learner (Bible OL) is a website of the entire Hebrew Bible with grammatical information up to the level of clauses and sentences (the ETCBC database). Learners can study the forms and grammar of the texts, and then Bible OL can train the learner in mastering these forms. **My Biblical Hebrew** was created to support this new way of Bible-driven language learning. |
| Previous success using Bible OL | Developed and tested in Denmark, the US and Madagascar since 2008. Recent full-scale projects in class:  
  - Mekane Yesus Seminary, Spring semester 2019. One and a half module used. Out of 30 students, 27 students received the grade B or above.  
  - Fjellhaug international University College Copenhagen, Fall semester 2019. All modules used. Five online students Denmark, Norway, Cambodia and Peru passed exam with an average grade of B. |
| Why is this so successful? | Many tasks that can be experienced as very difficult, dull or even demotivating in the traditional Biblical Hebrew classroom, is turned into gaming and fun, and the study of the Hebrew texts is inspiring. Your efforts are rewarded with instant feedback. Most learners find it stimulating to compete in order to beat previous results achieved by themselves or their classmates. As we continue to develop this new approach, we wonder if future learners will achieve even better results than the top scorers of 2019? If you are not amongst the top scorers, another advantage of this program is that you can learn in your own individual way and according to your preferred learning style, because you only move forward when you have really mastered a task or are satisfied with your performance. You can invest endless of hours into study and practice, and learners who are struggling with learning a language can achieve higher grades in the end due to the time and efforts invested into the learning tasks.  
For a student of Theology, it is highly rewarding to spend hundreds of hours studying the original Hebrew texts while performing a variety of different tasks. You get to experience the texts in depth, understanding the “structure” of the text better as your skills grow. |
| How do I begin? | Your teacher will instruct you in how to log on to My Biblical Hebrew.  
You will then read how to log in on Bible online learner ([https://bibleol.3bmoodle.dk](https://bibleol.3bmoodle.dk)). Register with your Facebook or Google account or create one on your own. ALWAYS use the same way of access so you can see all your results, and the teacher can supervise you.  
Start from the top of the module and work your way through it at your own pace, watching the videos and doing the tasks. At first you will learn to write Hebrew on a keyboard and read the letters. Then you will master a beginner’s vocabulary. At the same time, you will start learning the basic grammar. You will enrich your experience if you communicate with your teacher and fellow students. But basically, everything you need for learning Hebrew, is integrated directly in the module as videos and PDF files. |
| Small practical advice | To begin practice, select 5, 10 or 25 exercises through the link in My Biblical Hebrew.  
When you practice, always use “Chek answer” to see if you have got it right. THEN use “Show answer” and get to learn what you did not master. Then press “Next” for the next task. If you did well, use “GRADE task”. If you do not want your answer to be recorded for assessment, press “SAVE outcome”.  
After you finish you might want to visit the performance tracker on Bible OL to see your progress. (Bible OL → my data → my performance → choose the exercise and see your results.)  
Every time you finish a task you are brought back to Bible OL, use the return bottom to go back to the module, directly where your task is.  
Use transliteration to read and correct your speech. “Hover” on words to see details. |
| How does the teacher evaluate my work? | Your work will be evaluated by the teacher when you have finished the proficiency tests, or if you need help on a particular task. |
| Other resources | Additional learning aids are recommended for further in-depth study (e.g. primers, dictionary, toolbox etc.). However, if you cannot afford other resources, the modules offer so much support that you can learn most areas of the grammar at a basic level without using any of these learning aids. |